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Kernelized Normal Discriminant Feature Selection 
and Borda Count Bootstrap Aggregating 

Classification for Risk Factor Identification and 
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Abstract: Automatic detection of disease is crucial in health 
care management to evaluate large patient data. The early 
diagnosis and treatment of disease are an important task to 
prevent the patient from death. The various researchers have 
contributed to the development of disease diagnosis.  But still, it 
causes the more risk for identifying the patient health conditions. 
In order to improve the disease diagnosing accuracy, A 
Kernelized Normal discriminant Feature Selection based Borda 
count bootstrap aggregating Classification (KNDFS-BCBAC) 
technique is introduced for identifying the patient health 
condition and critical factor analysis with higher accuracy and 
lesser time. At first, radial basis kernelized normal discriminant 
analysis is used to identify the relevant feature for minimizing the 
complexity of disease diagnosis. After selecting the relevant 
features, Borda count bootstrap aggregating Classifier is applied 
to classify the patient data as abnormal or normal by 
constructing the weak learner as bivariate correlated regression 
tree. Then, the diseased data is considered as a training sample 
for analyzing the critical factor and classifies the patient data 
level as the initial stage, critical stage based on the threshold 
range of features value. By applying the Borda count voting 
scheme, the weak learner results are combined into strong.  In 
this way, disease diagnosis and critical factor analysis of patient 
data are performed with greater accuracy and minimal time 
complexity (TC). Experimental is performed with tumor dataset 
on metrics namely disease diagnosis accuracy (DDA), false alarm 
rate (FAR), and TC. The observed results evident that KNDFS-
BCBAC technique achieves higher DDA with lesser complexity 
and FAR than the conventional methods.  

 Keywords: Disease diagnosis, feature selection, radial basis 
kernelized normal discriminant analysis, bootstrap aggregating 
Classification, bivariate correlated regression tree, Borda count 
voting scheme. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Healthcare industry comprises the big and complex patient 
data that used to determine the pattern of diseases and also 
makes efficient  decisions in the diagnostic process.  
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Early detection of diseases and continuous care  of clinicians  
reduce the mortality rate.  However, accurate detection of 
diseases  in all cases and discussion of a patient disease is 
difficult since it requires more time and expertise. There are 
several mining algorithms employed for heart disease 
prediction in the past. In the existing model, researchers 
used dataset as input which may or may not be an 
appropriate format. The various data mining approaches are 
utilized to achieve higher efficiency of the disease diagnosis 
using the data mining techniques like classification, 
clustering, and association rule mining. While performing 
the disease diagnosing, the feature selection is carried out 
for minimizing the time complexity. In [1], long-term 
recurrent convolutional network (LRCN) was introduced to 
identify epileptic seizures from EEG signals. However, the 
TC was higher.  To attain accurate and robust detection with 
higher classification accuracy, an Epileptic Seizure 
Detection using Long-Short-Term Memory (ESD-LSTM) 
was designed in [2]. The designed method failed to provide 
improved performance with the more patient’s data.   
To categorize the different disease, Hybrid Cascade Forward 
Neural Network with Elman Neural Network (HECFNN) 
was designed in [3]. The designed method failed to perform 
the feature selection for improving performance accuracy. 
An ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) 
model was developed in [4] to identify the influences of 
factors on epileptic seizures. However, it does not accurately 
detect disease with minimum complexity.  In [5], a 
multiscale radial basis functions (MRBF) and modified 
particle swarm optimization (MPSO) and Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) was designed to categorize epileptic 
seizures. But, it does not offer more accurate and reliable 
classification model with lesser complexity.   
An Eigenspace Time-Frequency Based Feature selection 
was designed in [6] to identify Seizure with EEG Data. But, 
the early detection of onsets of seizures was not carried out. 
For disease pattern classification, a multi-features and 
multilayer perceptron neural network (MLPNN) classifier 
was designed in [7]. However, the accuracy was not 
improved with more patients’ data.     
To discover the brain tumor, an Artificial Neural Network 
Input Gain Measurement Approximation based hybrid 
feature selection and classification were designed in [8]. The 
error rate of disease classification was more.   
In [9], K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier was designed to 
predict and diagnose the epilepsy level at diverse ages of 
patients. However the classification accuracy was not 
enhanced.  
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For identifying epileptic seizures, a novel matrix 
determinant feature selection was introduced in [10] with 
EEG signals. TC performance of epileptic seizures detection 
remained unsolved.       
1.1 Paper contribution  
The existing techniques have a few limitations in the disease 
diagnosis such as lesser accuracy, more complexity, higher 
error rate and so on. To overcome such kind of issues, the 
KNDFS-BCBAC technique is introduced.  The major 
contribution of KNDFS-BCBAC technique is described as 
follows, 
 KNDFS-BCBAC technique is introduced to enhance 

the DDA by applying discriminant analysis based 
feature selection and bootstrap aggregating classifier.   

 RBKNDA is performed to identify the more relevant 
features based on the similarity measure. The relevant 
features subset is chosen for disease diagnosis hence it 
minimizes the TC.  

 The bootstrap aggregating classifier is used for 
classifying the patient data by constructing the 
bivariate regression tree. Based on predefined 
threshold value, the regression tree analyzes patient 
data and classifying the disease level. Ensemble 
classifier combines regression tree results and 
calculates generalization error. After that, weak 
learner’s results are ranked and identified majority 

vote of results using Borda count approach.  This 
assists to enhance DDA and lessen the FAR.  

1.2 Outline of the paper  
The rest of article is ordered as follows: A brief review is 
presented in Section 2. Section 3 briefly describes the 
KNDFS-BCBAC technique employed in our research. 
Section 4 details the experiments undertaken in the 
framework. The evaluation procedures and results are 
provided in section 5. The conclusion is summarized in 
Section 6. 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEWS 

A hybrid intelligent system was developed in [11] using 
Fuzzy Min-Max (FMM) neural network for classifying the 
medical data. The robustness of the system was not 
improved.  An automatic generation of medical report 
scheme was introduced in [12] for identifying epilepsy. But, 
the feature selection is not considered to lessen the 
complexity.   
For brain tumor disease prediction, The Fuzzy entropy 
(FuzzyEn) and distribution entropy (DistEn) was designed 
in [13]. However, the disease prediction accuracy was not 
improved. In [14], a machine learning system was designed 
to identify the whole-brain seizure. The designed system 
does not lessen the complexity of seizure detection since it 
failed to perform feature selection.  
  In [15], a new feature selection technique based on 
support vector machine (SVM) was designed to enhance 
medical classification performance. For identifying the 
epilepsy seizure detection, the nonlinear sparse extreme 
learning machine (SELM) was designed in [16]. The 
computational complexity was higher. 
 In [17], an adaptive multi-parent crossover Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) was introduced to identify the epileptic 
seizures with the selected features. In [18], the Random 
Forest classifier was designed for seizure diagnosing with 
higher accuracy. But the risk factor analysis was not 

performed. An automated seizure detection systems were 
presented in [19] for identifying the type of seizure. The 
complexity of seizure detection was not minimized. A 
logistic model tree (LMT) was developed in [20]. But, the 
error rate was not reduced for identifying epileptic seizure.  
The major issues of conventional methods are overcome by 
introducing a HDFS-BCBS technique which is presented in 
the next section. 

III.  PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A KNDFS-BCBAC technique is introduced for disease 
diagnosis with higher accuracy and lesser time.  KNDFS-
BCBAC technique comprises two major processes namely 
feature selection and classification. With the assist of 
RBKNDA, the feature selection is presented to discover a 
linear combination of features. The resultant selection of the 
features is more commonly used for dimensionality 
reduction before the classification. After the feature 
selection, the classification is done using Borda count 
bootstrap aggregating classifier for diagnosis the disease and 
identifies the risk factors by classifying the normal patient or 
abnormal patient.  These two major processes of the 
proposed KNDFS-BCBAC technique are described in the 
following subsections.  
3.1 Radial basis kernelized Normal discriminant 

analysis 
 The feature selection assists to select less number 
of features from the number of features since the processing 
of more features consumes more computation time, large 
space, and so on. Therefore, the KNDFS-BCBAC technique 
performs the feature selection using RBKNDA, because it 
provides more accurate classification results. Consider the 
dataset    with number of attributes i.e. 
features              . Among them, the feature which is 
more relevant to the disease is identified for minimizing the 
complexity. The RBKNDA initially defines the separation 
function to split the features into two subsets namely 
relevant feature subset (     and irrelevant feature subset 
(     . The separation function defines the ratio of the which 
is mathematically expressed as follows, 

    
  

  
  

        

       
                   (1) 

Where,    represents the separation function,    denotes the 
variance between the subsets,     denotes a variance within 
the subsets,    is the linear discriminant vector used for 
projecting the relevant and irrelevant features into the 
subsets,   ,    denotes a scatter matrix within and 
between the  
subsets.  The proposed technique uses the radial basis kernel 
function to measure the similarity between two samples (i.e. 
features, objective function). Here the objective function is 
the tumor disease symptoms. The radial basis kernel 
function is given below, 

                   
        (2) 

   
 

                                        (3) 

In (2), (3)       is the radial basis kernel function,     
   

   is the squared Euclidean distance between the two 
samples,   denotes a 
deviation parameter   >0 ,   
is the parameter,  
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    denotes a attributes,    is the disease symptoms. The 
radial basis kernel function provides the similarity value 
between 0 and 1. Based on the similarity, the discrminant 
vector projects the features into the subsets.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Flow chart of Radial basis kernelized Normal   

discriminant analysis 
 The relevant feature selection process is portrayed in figure 
1. With the relevant feature selection, KNDFS-BCBAC 
technique takes minimal time for disease classification as 
compared to conventional works.   
Input: Dataset     number of attributes i.e. 
features              .   
Output: Select relevant feature subsets 
Begin 
1. Extract the number of features               from 

   
2. Define the separation function    
3.       for each feature     and objective function    
4.         Measure the radial basis kernel function      
5.        if (      )  then 
6. Discriminant vector projects the features into   

relevant subsets ‘     ‘  
7.         else  
8. Discriminant vector projects the features into  

irrelevant subsets ‘       ‘ 
9.         end if 
10.           Select relevant features subset  ‘   ’ 
11.       Remove the irrelevant features subset ‘     ’ 
12.    end for 
end 
 
Algorithm1 Radial basis kernelized Normal discriminant 
analysis  
As given in the above algorithm, RBKNDA based feature 
selection process is performed for disease diagnosis. The 

linear discriminant vector in the given dimensional is used 
for projecting the features as relevant and irrelevant subsets 
based on the radial basis kernel function. The RBKNDA 
selects the relevant feature subsets and removes the 
irrelevant feature subsets. The relevant feature subsets are 
used for minimizing the complexity involved in disease 
diagnosing and hence the accuracy is improved. 
3.2 Borda count bootstrap aggregating classifier   
After selecting the relevant feature subset, the patient data is 
classified using Borda count bootstrap aggregating 
classifier. The bootstrapped aggregating classifier is called 
as bagging technique is a machine learning ensemble 
classifier to improve the accuracy by constructing the 
number of weak learners. Weak learner is a base classifier 
which does not offer accurate classification results. In 
contrast, bootstrapped aggregating is a strong ensemble 
classifier provides the accurate results through the voting 
scheme.  The proposed KNDFS-BCBAC technique uses the 
Borda count voting scheme to provide the accurate 
classification results through the ranking procedure.  The   
BCBAC structure is given below, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 Borda count bootstrap aggregating classifier 
Figure 2 shows the BCBAC. The classifier considers the 
training sets          where    denotes a bootstrap samples 
(i.e. input patient data) and    represents an ensemble 
classification results. The BCBAC builds empty set of ‘m’ 

weak learners                . The bivariate correlated 
regression tree is used as a weak learner to classify the 
patient data. The regression tree is used to analyze the 
patient data with the disease feature value for identifying the 
patient as normal or abnormal.  The regression tree 
comprises root node, branch node, and leaf node. The root 
node in the tree measures correlation among training feature 
value (i.e. patient data) and testing feature value (i.e. disease 
feature value) to perform the classification. 

  
                  

     
       

      
      

  
           (4) 

From (4),    indicates a correlation coefficient,    represents 
patient data,    denotes a disease feature value,         
denotes a sum of product of paired score,      is sum of      
score,       is sum of     score,     

 is the sum of squared 
score of      and    

    is the sum of squared score 
of     . Bivariate correlation coefficient offers value among 
+1 and -1 where ‘+1’ 

indicates positive correlation 
and ‘-1’  

Projects features into irrelevant 
subsets 
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Measure similarity      

     > δ 
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Remove irrelevant features 
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patient data  

   

   

 

  

   

 

 
Voting          
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indicates negative correlation. The positive correlation 
indicates the patient data is classified as abnormal (i.e. 
disease) and the negative correlation is the normal. After the 
classification, the critical factor analysis of patient data is 
carried out in the branch node by classifying the different 
stages based on the threshold range of feature value. Finally, 
classification results are obtained in the leaf nodes. In order 
to analyze the critical risk factor of the patient data, the 
threshold is set to the abnormal disease feature value (   . If 
the disease feature value is greater than the threshold, then 
the data is classified as a critical stage. Otherwise, the 
disease patient data is classified as an initial stage. The 
classification of the bivariate correlated regression tree is 
shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3 bivariate correlated regression tree 
Based on the correlation coefficient values, the root node 
classifies the patient data as normal or abnormal. Then the 
branch node set the predefined threshold value for the 
disease feature value in order to identify the risk factor of 
the patient. In this way, the patient data are classified and 
identified the disease as well as risk. The weak learner 
includes training error in classification results. To attain 
strong classification results, the classification results of each 
weak learners are combined. The strong classification 
results are obtained as follows, 
 

      
 
                        (5) 

From (5),    is the strong classifier output and    indicates 
the weak learners output.  The generalization error is 
measured for each weak learner to predict accurate 
classification results. The generalization error is calculated 
as the differentiation between the expected and predicted 
error. 

                          (6) 
 

 In (6),     denotes a generalization error,    is the 
expected error,    represents the predicted error. By 
applying the borda count voting scheme, the weak classifiers 
are arranged and ranked based on the generalization error.  
 

                                           (7) 

Compared to the conventional bootstrap aggregating 
classifier, the proposed bootstrap aggregating classifier 
gives the first rank to their most preferred weak classifier 
results i.e. lesser generalization error and second rank to 

their second most preferred, and so on. The higher-ranked 
classifiers are taken to the final classification results. From 
the classification results, all votes of the samples in the 
higher-ranked classifiers are counted and identify the 
majority to be elected.  

                                                     (8) 
 In (8),   symbolizes strong classification results, 
arg max indicates argument of maximum function to 
discover majority vote (v) of samples (i.e. patient data‘d’) 

whose decision known to    classifier. At last, bootstrap 
aggregating classifier provides majority of samples as strong 
classification results therefore it enhances the DDA and 
lessen the false positive rate.   
Algorithm: 
Input: Patient data               
Output: Improve disease diagnosing accuracy  
Begin  

1. Construct ‘m’ regression trees with training Patient 

data               
2.      for each data       
3.         Measure the correlation    
4.           if  (      then 
5.              Positive correlation  
6.              data classified as abnormal 
7.         else 
8.          Negative correlation  
9.              data classified as normal 
10.        end if 
11.             if         ) then 
12.                   Patient data classified as critical stage 
13.                 else  
14.                   Patient data classified as initial stage  
15.         end if 
16.            Combine a set of weak learners       

 
    

17.       For each    
18.           Calculate the generalization error 

‘  ’ 
19.                     end for 
20.                Assign the rank based on error rate 
21.                Select high ranked classifier 
22.                Identify the majority votes of the 

samples                     
23.     Obtain strong classification results 

 end 
Algorithm 2 Borda count bootstrap aggregating 
classifier 
The process of BCBAC is described in algorithm 2 for 
diagnosing the disease.  The bootstrap aggregating classifier 
builds empty set of regression tree with patient data. After 
that, the root node calculates the correlation among training 
feature value (i.e. patient data) and disease feature value. 
Based on correlation results, the normal and abnormal 
patient condition is identified. The risk factor analyzes is 
done by setting the threshold of the abnormal disease feature 
value. The various stages of the patient health condition are 
identified. The weak classifications results are combined to 
creating strong by minimizing the generalization error. The 
ensemble classifiers ranked the classifier which having 
lesser generalization error and obtains the strong results by a 
majority vote of all the samples. As a result, bootstraps 
aggregating classifiers 
improves DDA and lessen the 
FAR.   
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PARAMETER 
SETTINGS 

The Experimental evaluation is carried out using Java 
language with the help of the OASIS dataset taken from the 
https://www.oasis-brains.org/. The three methods are 
KNDFS-BCBAC and existing [1] and [2]. The OASIS 
dataset includes 13 features and 416 instances. The OASIS 
dataset contains the Longitudinal MRI Data of the patient 
for diagnosing the tumor disease with different stages such 
as normal, abnormal, mild, and very mild.  The thirteen 
features description is shown in table 1. 
 

Table 1 feature description 

Serial 
No. 

Features Description 

1. MR sessions MRI imaging sessions 
2. Subject  Patients  
3. M/F Gender Male/ female  
4. Hand  Right-handed ( R)  
5. Age Patient age  
6. Education  years of education 

7. 

SES Socioeconomic status since 
evaluated by the Hollingshead 
Index of Social Position and 
categorized into categories from 1 
(highest status) to 5 (lowest status) 

8. 

CDR Clinical Dementia Rating  
0 = Normal 
0.5 = very mild  
1 = mild  

9. 

MMSE Mini-Mental State Examination 
score 
(range is from 0 [worst] to 30 
[best]) 

10. 
eTIV estimated Total Intracranial 

Volume (   )  
11. nWBV normalized Whole Brain Volume 
12. ASF Atlas Scaling Factor (unitless) 
13. Scans  MRI scans were obtained 

 
The performance of KNDFS-BCBAC technique and 
existing methods are evaluated with different metrics are 
listed below, 

 Disease diagnosing accuracy  
  False alarm rate 
 Time complexity  

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
DISCUSSION 

The analysis of KNDFS-BCBAC, existing [1] and [2] are 
discussed in this section with different metrics namely  
DDA, FAR and TC.  The comparative analyses are 
performed with the graphical illustration.    

5.1 Disease diagnosing accuracy 
DDA is measured by patient data classification. Thus, the 
accuracy is the ratio of number of (i.e. no. of) patient data 
are correctly classified to number of patient data. DDA is 
calculated as below, 

                             
                               

 
         

(9) 

 

From (9),   indicates a total number of data. DDA is 
calculated in percentage (%). 
  

 
Figure 4 Disease diagnosing accuracy versus no. of patient data  

DDA is illustrated in figure 4 using three techniques with 
number of patient data. The graphical results prove that the 
KNDFS-BCBAC improves the brain tumor diagnosing 
accuracy. By applying bootstrap aggregating classifier, the 
accuracy is improved. Ensemble classifier builds regression 
tree with patient data and correlated with disease features 
value. From the regression analyses, the normal patient and 
tumor affected patient are identified. Followed by, the 
different stages of the brain tumor such as mild and very 
mild are also identified. Through lessen the generalization 
error, the weak classifiers are combined to offer strong 
classification results.  The ensemble classifier improves the 
disease diagnosing accuracy. This is evident from the 
sample mathematical calculation. With ‘  ’ patient data, 

‘  ’ patient data are correctly diagnosed by KNDFS-
BCBAC technique. In a similar manner, with ‘  ’ patient 

data, ‘  ’ patient data correctly diagnosed using LRCN [1] 

and ‘  ’ patient data correctly diagnosed using ESD-LSTM 
[2], therefore the overall disease diagnosing accuracy was 
found to be ‘   ’ and ‘   ’ respectively. The comparison 

results show that the brain tumor disease diagnosing 
accuracy of   KNDFS-BCBAC is improved by 7% 
compared to LRCN [1] and 14% compared to ESD-LSTM 
[2].  
5.2 False alarm rate 
FAR is defined as ratio of number of (i.e. no. of) patient data 
are incorrectly classified to the number of patient data. FAR 
is calculated as below, 

     
                                 

 
            (10) 

From (10),      indicates a False alarm rate,   indicates a 
total number of data.     is calculated in percentage (%). 
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Figure 5 False alarm rate versus no. of patient data 

 The result of FAR is depicted in figure 5 with 400 
patient data.  From figure 5, the FAR of KNDFS-BCBAC 
technique is minimal. This improvement of KNDFS-
BCBAC technique is achieved by applying the Borda count 
bootstrap aggregating classifier. The bootstrap aggregating 
classifier uses the Borda count voting scheme to identify the 
weak classifier with minimum generalization error based on 
the ranking procedure. As a result, the high ranked 
classifiers are selected to obtain strong classification results. 
Majority votes of results are taken from higher-ranked 
classifiers. This process of KNDFS-BCBAC technique 
minimizes the incorrect identification of the diseased 
patient. FAR of KNDFS-BCBAC technique is minimized by 
47% and 61% as compared to existing [1] and [2].  
5.3 Time complexity  
TC is defined as the amount of time consumed to diagnosis 
the tumor with number of patient data. TC is formulated as 
below,  
                                                           (11) 

In (11),   indicates a time for diagnosing one patient data. 
TC is calculated in milliseconds (ms).  
 

 
Figure 6 Time complexity versus no. of patient data  

 
The result of TC is shown in figure 6 with number of patient 
data.  From figure 6, the TC of KNDFS-BCBAC technique 
is found to be minimized. This is because of the application 
of RBKNDA based feature selection. The discriminant 
vector employed to project more similar features for brain 
tumor diagnosis in feature subset. The classification of 
patient as normal, mild and very mild is performed with the 

Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) value and selected 
features.  This, lessens the TC in tumor disease diagnosis.   
This is evident from the sample calculation. With ‘40’ 

number of patient data, the time involved in diagnosing is 
‘12ms’ using KNDFS-BCBAC technique, the TC using 
LRCN [1] and ESD-LSTM [2] are ‘16ms’ and ‘20ms’ 

respectively. The various runs are carried out with the 
patient data. TC of KNDFS-BCBAC technique is reduced 
by 19% and 24% as compared to existing [1] and [2]. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a KNDFS-BCBAC technique is developed to 
enhance DDA with lesser time. KNDFS-BCBAC technique 
applied in this work uses two different processes. The 
relevant features are selected by the radial basis kernelized 
discriminant analysis, thus removing irrelevant features 
subset and obtaining a more effective relevant subset of 
features. This is helpful for reducing the TC and therefore 
improving the disease diagnosis accuracy. Furthermore, 
bootstrap aggregating ensemble technique is applied to 
change the weak classification results into strong by 
minimizing the generalization error. As a result, the accurate 
classification is performed resulting in improves the 
diagnosing results. From the results, it is evident that the 
KNDFS-BCBAC technique using OASIS dataset provides 
better performance in terms of DDA, FAR and TC.  
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